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323.092 SWA Chasing King's killer : the hunt for Martin Luther King, Jr.'s 
assassin  1 1089876 
"James Earl Ray and Martin Luther King, Jr. had two very different life journeys -- 
but their paths fatally collide when Ray assassinates the world-renown civil rights 
leader. This book provides an inside look into both of their lives, the history of the 
time, and a blow-by-blow examination of the assassination and its aftermath."--
Provided by publisher. 

323.1 LEW March.  1 1089917 
Presents in graphic novel format events from the life of Georgia congressman John 
Lewis, focusing on his youth in rural Alabama, his meeting with Martin Luther 
King Jr., and the birth of the Nashville Student Movement. 

323.1196 LEW March.  1 1089918 
A graphic novel account of some pivotal moments in the Civil Rights Movement. 

345.744 MIL The Borden murders : Lizzie Borden & the trial of the century  
1 1089872 
Discusses the trial of Lizzie Borden and the murders of her parents. 

362.19697 BAU Viral : the fight against AIDS in America  1 
1089955 
"The AIDS, Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, crisis fundamentally 
changed the fabric of the United States . . . presents the history of the AIDS crisis 
through the lens of the brave victims and activists who demanded action and 
literally fought for their lives . . . explores everything from the disease's origins and 
how it spread to the activismit inspired and how the world confronts HIV and 
AIDS today"--Provided by publisher. 



641.5 BED So, you want to be a chef? : how to get started in the world of culinary 
arts  1 1089942 
Describes how to break into the world of culinary arts, includes advice on how to 
write restaurant reviews, make garnishes, start a catering business, and food 
photography. 

641.59 BEN Culinary arts  1 1089883 
"Seven different cuisine cultures from around the world are studied in great depth 
to provide readers with the inside scoop on the foods of the world. Within these 
pages, you'll learn where hummus was invented, why Jewish people don't eat pork, 
the origin of Tex-Mex food, how African cooking influenced Cajun dishes, and 
much more. You'll also learn why food--and how it is eaten--affects the world 
around you"--Provided by publisher. 

646.7 HEO Getting a job in hair care and makeup  1 1089896 
Presents a guide to securing a job in the hair care and makeup profession, 
discussing the field, laying the education groundwork, researching job openings, 
and more. 

741.5 CIN Powers of a girl : 65 Marvel women who punched the sky & changed 
the universe  1 1089933 
Profiles the women superheroes of the Marvel Universe. 

741.5 DOW Urban legendz  1 1089954 
"When classic urban legends start terrorizing present-day Brooklyn, a motley crew 
of teens must fight to protect their city from the ruthless creatures trying to reclaim 
it"--Back cover. 

741.5 GAL The Baby-sitters club.  1 1089886 
As a new member of the Baby-sitters Club, Dawn tries to win the acceptance of the 
club's president by tackling a tough babysitting job. 

741.5 GAL The Baby-sitters club.  1 1089910 
"Kristy's mom is getting married, and Kristy is going to be a bridesmaid! The only 
trouble is, fourteen kids are coming in town for the wedding. Kristy, Claudia, Mary 
Anne, Stacey, Dawn, and Mallory think they can handle it, but that's before they 
spend a week changing diapers, stopping arguments, solving mix-ups, and 
planning activities. It's the biggest job the BSC has ever had, but they'll work 
together to make sure Kristy's big day is a success!"--Provided by publisher. 



741.5 KIB Amulet.  1 1089853 
After moving to their ancestral home, Emily and Navin's mother is kidnapped by a 
tentacled creature in the basement that leads the children on a deadly chase into the 
magical world below their home. 

741.5 KIB Amulet.  1 1089880 
Emily, Navin, and the resistance fighters search for a mythical city in the clouds, 
and try to figure out if the elf king's son is an ally or an enemy. 

741.5 KIB Amulet.  1 1089891 
Navin and his friends travel to the city of Lucien searching for a beacon that will 
help in their battle against the Elf King. Meanwhile, Emily returns to the void with 
Max, a follower of the Elf King. 

741.5 KIB Amulet.  1 1089893 
"Emily, Trellis, and Vigo visit Algos Island, where they can access and enter lost 
memories. They're hoping to uncover the events of Trellis's mysterious childhood-
knowledge they can use against the Elf King. What they discover is a dark secret 
that changes everything. Meanwhile, the Voice of Emily's Amulet is getting 
stronger, and threatens to overtake her completely"--Provided by publisher. 

741.5 KIB Amulet.  1 1089912 
Upon arriving in Cielis, Emily and her friends find the once busy streets deserted 
and the remaining townspeople living in fear, and after Emily is escorted to the 
Academy to compete for a spot on the Guardian Council, the most powerful 
Stonekeepers, an awful secret is gradually uncovered. 

741.5 KIB Amulet.  1 1089934 
Max Griffin has escaped with the Mother Stone, and the Elf King has forged new 
amulets, giving him the ability to invade and destroy Cielis. Meanwhile, Emily and 
her friends prepare to defend Cielis and defeat the Elf King. 

741.5 KIB Amulet.  1 1089944 
Emily and her brother, Navin, head for Kanalis in order to find the antidote for the 
poison that has sickened their mother. 

741.5 KIB Amulet.  1 1089945 
"When Emily loses control of her Amulet, she is imprisoned in the Void, where she 
must escape the influence of the Voice, while her brother, Navin, travels to a space 
station where the Resistance is preparing to battle the approaching Shadow 
forces"--OCLC. 



741.5 KRE The artist's guide to drawing manga : techniques, characters, styles, 
digital  1 1089854 
Provides step-by-step instructions for creating manga characters, including 
constructing accurate manga figures, rendering facial features and expressions, 
creating unique characters, and designing color action scenes. 

741.5 LEE Maximum Ride : [the manga.  1 1089921 
Max and her flock escape the school after recovering Angel, who shares what she 
has learned about their true identities, but Erasers follow them to New York, where 
Max ponders her destiny. 

741.5 LEE Maximum Ride : [the manga.  1 1089922 
Max and her winged friends must face the ultimate enemy and stop a plot to re-
engineer a select population into a scientifically superior master race that will 
terminate the rest of humankind. 

741.5 LEE Maximum Ride : the manga.  1 1089923 
To distance themselves from the debate over their future, Max and the Flock join a 
scientific expedition to the Antarctic, but the expedition is a trap for the super-
human kids, set by an undeworld figure who has promised to deliver them to the 
highest bidder. 

741.5 LEE Maximum Ride : the manga.  1 1089924 
Fang's blog highlights ITEX and their research, causing them to shut down, while 
Max goes to Antarctica to study the effects of global warming. 

741.5 LEE Maximum Ride : the manga.  1 1089925 
"When Dr. Martinez and her colleagues established the coalition to stop the 
madness, spreading environmental awareness through the flock's public air shows, 
Max knew it could be dangerous. Never in her wildest dreams, though, did she 
imagine that a criminal mastermind would abduct her mother! Now the flock has to 
team up with the U.S. Navy to rescue Dr. Martinez...and of course, the world!"--
Back cover. 

741.5 PIL Dog Man.  1 1089888 
"Dog Man has been working hard to overcome his bad habits, but when his 
obsessions turn to fears, he finds himself the target of an all-new supervillain, 
while Petey the Cat, who was just released from jail, starts a new life with Li'l 
Petey"--OCLC. 



741.5 SMI Bone.  1 1089862 
Phoney Bone rigs the Spring Fair's annual Great Cow Race by putting Smiley in a 
bovine disguise and convincing everyone to bet their livestock on the mystery cow, 
and Fone Bone finds himself in a one-cousin battle with the rat creatures. 

741.5 SMI Bone.  1 1089863 
Lucius, Smiley and Phoney are attacked by rat creatures in the forest, barely 
making it to Lucius' tavern, while, at the farm, Fone Bone and Thorn are having 
strange dreams and Gran'ma Ben suddenly begins revealing secrets and new 
dangers. 

741.5 SMI Bone.  1 1089864 
The continuing comic book saga finds the Bone cousins face-to-face with a dragon, 
providing Phoney with a good opportunity to sell beer and Thorn with an 
unexpected connection to her past; while danger lurks in the form of the rat 
creature Kingdok. 

741.5 SMI Bone.  1 1089865 
While trying to return a lost ratlike cub to its home in the mountains, Fone and 
Smiley Bone encounter Rock Jaw, the wicked master of the eastern border. 
Presented in graphic novel format. 

741.5 SMI Bone.  1 1089866 
As war spreads through the valley, Gran'ma Ben, Lucius and Phoney Bone join the 
Veni-yan warriors at Old Man's Cave to make their final stand against the rat 
creature army. 

741.5 SMI Bone.  1 1089867 
The Bone cousins, along with Gran'ma Ben and Thorn, struggle to reach the safety 
of the city of Atheia, on a journey that has become increasingly bleak with the 
release of the Lord of the Locusts. 

741.5 SMI Bone.  1 1089868 
The Bone cousins must find a treasure in order to save the ancient city of Atheia 
from a tyrant. 

741.5 SMI Bone.  1 1089869 
After stepping into a ghost circle Thorn is urged to locate the Crown of Horns, and 
sets off on a quest with Fone Bone to traipse through the sacred grounds of 
dragons, with the hope of returning with the only thing that can save everyone and 
everything she holds dear. 



741.5 SMI Bone.  1 1089870 
Fone Bone, Phoney Bone, and Smiley Bone are run out of their home, Boneville, 
and become separated in the wilds, but better fortune begins when the three 
cousins reunite at a farmstead in a deep forested valley, where Fone meets a young 
girl named Thorn. 

741.5 TAM Harley Quinn. : a graphic novel  1 1089901 
"With just five dollars and a knapsack to her name, fifteen-year-old Harleen 
Quinzel is sent to live in Gotham City. She's not worried, though--she's battled a lot 
of hard situations as a kid, and knows her determination and outspokenness will 
carry her through life in the most dangerous city in the world. And when Gotham's 
finest drag queen, Mama, takes her in, it seems like Harley has finally found a 
place to grow into her most 'true true' with new best friend Ivy at Gotham High. 
But when Mama's drag cabaret becomes the next victim in the wave of 
gentrification that's taking over the neighborhood, Harley's fortune takes another 
turn. Now Harleen is mad. In turning her anger into action, she is faced with two 
choices: Join activist Ivy, who's campaigning to make the neighborhood a better 
place to live, or team up with her anarchist friend Jack, who plans to take down 
Gotham one corporation at a time"--Provided by publisher. 

741.5 TEL The Baby-sitters club.  1 1089879 
Claudia's participation in the Baby-sitters Club is curtailed when Grandmother 
Mimi suffers a stroke and Claudiafinds herself "Mimi-sitting" and fighting more 
frequently with her sister. 

741.5 TEL The Baby-sitters club.  1 1089911 
A graphic novel adaptation that follows the adventures of Kristy and the other 
members of the Baby-sitters Club as they deal with crank calls, uncontrollable two-
year-olds, wild pets, and parents who do not always tell the truth. 

741.5 TEL The Baby-sitters club.  1 1089920 
Four friends are fighting and the Baby-sitters Club is going to fall apart unless 
someone does something--fast. Maybe it is time for Mary Anne to take charge. 

741.5 TEL The Baby-sitters Club.  1 1089951 
A graphic novel adaptation in which Stacey's move to a new town and her struggle 
with diabetes are made easier by her friendships with Kristy, Claudia, and Mary 
Anne, and her participation as a member of the Baby-sitter's Club. 



741.5 TEL Drama  1 1089937 
Callie rides an emotional roller coaster while serving on the stage crew for a 
middle school production of Moon over Mississippi as various relationships start 
and end, and others never quite get going. 

741.5 TEL Ghosts  1 1089938 
Catrina and her family have moved to the coast of Northern California for the sake 
of her little sister, Maya, who has cystic fibrosis--and Cat is even less happy about 
the move when she is told that her new town is inhabited by ghosts, and Maya sets 
her heart on meeting one. 

741.5 TEL Sisters  1 1089936 
In graphic novel format, Raina Telgemeier shares the story of her relationship with 
her younger sister. 

741.5 TEL Smile  1 1089935 
The author relates, in graphic form, her experiences after she injured her two front 
teeth and had to have surgeries and wear embarrassing braces and headgear, all 
while also dealing with the trials and tribulations of middle school. 

782.1 MIR Hamilton : the revolution : being the complete libretto of the 
Broadway musical, with a true account of its creation, and concise remarks on hip-
hop, the power of stories and the New America  1 1089900 
Text and illustrations present a behind the scenes look at the Broadway musical 
"Hamilton." 

794.1 HOW How to play chess.  1 1089907 
An introduction to the rules, basic moves, and strategies of chess. 

811 REY For every one  1 1089894 
Presents a poem in which the author inspires kids to dream, even though dreams 
may take time and involve countless struggles. 

813 CIS A house of my own : stories from my life  1 1089905 
"A [collection] of essays spanning the author's career [and] reflecting upon the 
various homes she's lived in around the world"--Provided by publisher. 

920 BAG Brazen : rebel ladies who rocked the world  1 1089874 
In graphic novel format looks at the lives of twenty-nine charismatic women in 
history, including Josephine Baker, Betty Davis, Cheryl Bridges, and many others. 



921 DARWIN Charles and Emma : the Darwins' leap of faith  1 
1089875 
A biography of English naturalist Charles Darwin that provides an account of the 
personality behind evolutionary theory and the affect of his work on his personal 
life, such as his relationship with his religious wife. 

921 FOX Life undercover : coming of age in the CIA  1 3000693 
"Amaryllis Fox's riveting memoir tells the story of her ten years in the most elite 
clandestine ops unit of the CIA, hunting the world's most dangerous terrorists in 
sixteen countries while marrying and giving birth to a daughter"--Provided by the 
publisher. 

921 KROSOCZKA Hey, kiddo  1 1089904 
In graphic novel format author and illustrator Jarrett J. Krosoczka discusses 
growing up in a family grappling with addiction. 

921 MORRISON Toni Morrison : a biography of a nobel prize-winning writer  
1 1089950 
A biography of Nobel Prizing-winning author, Toni Morrison. 

921 RIVERA Diego Rivera : Mexican muralist  1 1089887 
"Discusses the life and work of Diego Rivera"--Provided by publisher. 

921 SOTOMAYOR The beloved world of Sonia Sotomayor  1 
1089855 
"An adaptation for middle graders based on the . . . adult memoir, 'My Beloved 
World,' in which the Associate Justice of the Supreme Court Sonia Sotomayor's 
details her achievements, which serve as a true testament to the fact that no matter 
the obstacles, dreams can come true. Includes an 8-page photo insert"--Provided by 
publisher. 

940.53 HOO The boys who challenged Hitler : Knud Pedersen and the 
Churchill Club  2 1089873 
Tells the story of a group of boy resistance fighters in Denmark after the Nazi 
invasion during World War II. 

956.9104 BRO The unwanted : stories of the Syrian refugees  3 
1089953 
"Don Brown depicts moments of both heartbreaking horror and hope in the 
ongoing Syrian refugee crisis"--Amazon.com. 



959.704 PAR Boots on the ground : America's war in Vietnam  1 
1089871 
"An exploration of the Vietnam War from many different perspectives including an 
American soldiers, a nurse, and a Vietnamese refugee"-- Provided by publisher. 

973.4 ST The duel : the parallel lives of Alexander Hamilton & Aaron Burr  
1 1089890 
Highlights similar aspects of the lives of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr, and 
examines how the two war heroes and founding fathers ended up in a duel that cost 
one of them his life. 

BOWLING Momentous events in the life of a cactus  1 3000697 
After navigating middle school, ninth-grader Aven, born without arms, struggles 
with the challenges of high school, which test her confidence, strength, and sense 
of self. 

FIC ACEVEDO The poet X  1 1089930 
Xiomara Batista feels unheard and unable to hide in her Harlem neighborhood. 
Ever since her body grew into curves, she has learned to let her fists and her 
fierceness do the talking. 

FIC ACEVEDO The poet X  3 1089932 
Xiomara Batista feels unheard and unable to hide in her Harlem neighborhood. 
Ever since her body grew into curves, she has learned to let her fists and her 
fierceness do the talking. 

FIC ACEVEDO With the fire on high  1 1089963 
"Teen mother Emoni Santiago struggles with the challenges of finishing high 
school and her dream of working as a chef."--OCLC. 

FIC ALBERTALLI Leah on the offbeat  1 1089913 
"When it comes to drumming, Leah Burke is usually on beat--but real life isn't 
always so rhythmic. She's an anomaly in her friend group: the only child of a 
young, single mom, and her life is decidedly less privileged. She loves to draw but 
is too self-conscious to show it. And even though her mom knows she's bisexual, 
she hasn't mustered the courage to tell her friends--not even her openly gay BFF, 
Simon. So Leah really doesn't know what to do when her rock-solid friend group 
starts to fracture in unexpected ways. With prom and college on the horizon, 
tensions are running high. It's hard for Leah to strike the right note while the 
people she loves are fighting--especially when she realizes she might love one of 
them more than she ever intended"--Provided by publisher. 



FIC ALEXANDER The crossover  1 3000694 
Fourteen-year-old twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle with highs and 
lows on and off the court as their father ignores his declining health. 

FIC ALEXANDER Rebound  1 1089939 
In the summer of 1988, twelve-year-old Chuck Bell is sent to stay with his 
grandparents, where he discovers jazz and basketball and learns more about his 
family's past. 

FIC ALEXANDER Swing  1 1089946 
"Noah and his best friend Walt want to become cool, make the baseball team, and 
win over Sam, the girl Noah has loved for years. When Noah finds old love letters, 
Walt hatches a plan to woo Sam. But as Noah's love life and Walt's baseball career 
begin, the letters alter everything"--Provided by publisher. 

FIC BLA Black enough : stories of being young & Black in America  
1 1089858 
A collection of coming-of-age short stories that reflect on the African American 
teenage experience in America. 

FIC BLAKE Girl made of stars  1 1089897 
When Mara's twin brother Owen is accused of rape by her friend Hannah, Mara is 
forced to confront her feelings about her family, her sense of right and wrong, a 
trauma from her past, and the future with her ex-girlfriend, Charlie. 

FIC BLISS We'll fly away  2 1089960 
"Toby and Luke are best friends, bound by a goal of leaving their hometown for 
Luke's wrestling scholarship, but a series of events during their senior year will test 
their resolve"--Provided by publisher. 

FIC CALETTI A heart in a body in the world  1 1089903 
"Followed by Grandpa Ed in his RV and backed by her brother and friends, 
Annabelle, eighteen, runs from Seattle to Washington, D.C., becoming a reluctant 
activist as people connect her journey to her recent trauma"--Provided by 
publisher. 

FIC CARTER Not if I save you first  1 1089926 
Six years ago Maddie lived in Washington D.C. with her father, a Secret Service 
agent assigned to the President's family, and her best friend was Logan, the 
President's son; but after her father was wounded in an attempted kidnapping the 
two of them moved to a remote cabin in Alaska and Logan never replied to her 



letters--but now he has suddenly turned up on her doorstep, and, while she has no 
intention of forgiving him for his silence, she soon realizes that first she has to save 
him from the winter wilderness and the men who are pursuing him. 

FIC CISNEROS The house on Mango Street  1 1089906 
A young girl living in a Hispanic neighborhood in Chicago ponders the advantages 
and disadvantages of her environment and evaluates her relationships with family 
and friends. 

FIC COATES The water dancer : a novel  2 1089957 
"Young Hiram Walker was born into bondage--and lost his mother and all memory 
of her when he was a child--but he is also gifted with a mysterious power. Hiram 
almost drowns when he crashes a carriage into a river, but is saved from the depths 
by a force he doesn't understand, a blue light that lifts him up and lands him a mile 
away. This strange brush with death forces a new urgency on Hiram's private 
rebellion. Spurred on by his improvised plantation family, Thena, his chosen 
mother, a woman of few words and many secrets, and Sophia, a young woman 
fighting her own war even as she and Hiram fall in love, he becomes determined to 
escape the only home he's ever known. So begins an unexpected journey into the 
covert war on slavery that takes Hiram from the corrupt grandeur of Virginia's 
proud plantations to desperate guerrilla cells in the wilderness, from the coffin of 
the deep South to dangerously utopic movements in the North. Even as he's 
enlisted in the underground war between slavers and the enslaved, all Hiram wants 
is to return to the Walker Plantation to free the family he left behind--but to do so, 
he must first master his magical gift and reconstruct the story of his greatest loss"--
Provided by publisher. 

FIC DEMING Gravity  1 3000692 
Sixteen-year-old Gravity Delgado has been breaking records and competitors since 
she started boxing with a legendary coach at age twelve, and now will reach the 
Olympics if her home life and romance do not distract her. 

FIC DIAZ The crossroads  1 1089881 
Jaime, twelve, and Angela, fifteen, discover what it means to be living as 
undocumented immigrants in the United States, while news from home gets 
increasingly worse. 



FIC DIAZ The only road  1 1089927 
"Twelve-year-old Jaime makes the treacherous journey from his home in 
Guatemala to his older brother in New Mexico after his cousin is murdered by a 
drug cartel"--Provided by publisher. 

FIC DIAZ El único destino  1 1089952 
"Twelve-year-old Jaime makes the treacherous journey from his home in 
Guatemala to his older brother in New Mexico after his cousin is murdered by a 
drug cartel"--Provided by publisher. 

FIC DRAKE The last true poets of the sea  1 3000695 
Inspired loosely by Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, teenaged Violet is shipped off to 
Maine after her brother's hospitalization, where she searches for the lost shipwreck 
that her great-great grandmother survived and for answers about her family's long 
struggle with mental illness, all while falling in love. 

FIC DRAPER Blended  1 1089861 
"Piano-prodigy Isabella, eleven, whose black father and white mother struggle to 
share custody, never feels whole, especially as racial tensions affect her school, her 
parents both become engaged, and she and her stepbrother are stopped by police"--
Provided by publisher. 

FIC DRAPER Darkness before dawn  1 1089885 
Recovering from the recent suicide of her ex-boyfriend, senior class president 
Keisha Montgomery finds herself attracted to a dangerous, older man. 

FIC DRAPER Forged by fire  1 1089895 
Gerald, a teenager who has spent years protecting his fragile half-sister from their 
abusive father, must face the prospect of one final confrontation before the problem 
can be solved. 

FIC DRAPER Tears of a tiger  1 1089949 
The death of high school basketball star Rob Washington in an automobile accident 
affects the lives of his close friend Andy, who was driving the car, and many others 
in the school. 

FIC FLORES-SCOTT American road trip  1 1089852 
Brothers Teodoro and Manny Avila take a road trip to address Manny's PTSD 
following his tour in Iraq, and to help T. change his life and win the heart of Wendy 
Martinez. Includes information and resources about PTSD. 



FIC FRIEND How we roll  1 1089908 
After developing alopecia Quinn lost her friends along with her hair and former 
football player Jake lost his legs and confidence after an accident, but the two help 
each other believe in themselves and the possibility of love. 

FIC GARRETT Full disclosure  1 3000699 
Simone, seventeen, HIV-positive and in love for the first time, decides that facing 
potential bullies head-on may be better than protecting her secret. 

FIC GILBERT Picture us in the light  1 1089929 
Daniel, a Chinese-American teen, must grapple with his plans for the future, his 
feelings for his best friend Harry, and his discovery of a family secret that could 
shatter everything. 

FIC GILES Spin  1 1089943 
When DJ ParSec (Paris Secord), rising star of the local music scene, is found dead 
over her turntables, the two girls who found her, Kya (her pre-fame best friend) 
and Fuse (her current chief groupie) are torn between grief for Paris and hatred for 
each other--but when the lack of obvious suspects stalls the investigation, and the 
police seem to lose interest, despite pressure from social media and ParSec's loyal 
fans, the two girls unite, determined to find out who murdered their friend. 

FIC GRIMES Between the lines  1 1089856 
A group of high school students grow in understanding of each other's challenges 
and forge unexpected connections as they prepare for a boys versus girls poetry 
slam. Includes author's note about foster home care. 

FIC JACKSON Let me hear a rhyme  1 1089914 
"Brooklyn, 1998. Biggie Smalls was right: Things done changed. But that doesn't 
mean that Quadir and Jarrell are cool letting their best friend Steph's music lie 
forgotten under his bed after he's murdered--not when his rhymes could turn any 
Bed Stuy corner into a party. With the help of Steph's younger sister Jasmine, they 
come up with a plan to promote Steph's music under a new rap name: the 
Architect. Soon, everyone wants a piece of him. When his demo catches the 
attention of a hotheaded music label rep, the trio must prove Steph's talent from 
beyond the grave. As the pressure of keeping their secret grows, Quadir, Jarrell, 
and Jasmine are forced to confront the truth about what happened to Steph. Only, 
each has something to hide. And with everything riding on Steph's fame, they need 
to decide what they stand for or lose all that they've worked so hard to hold on to -- 
including each other"--Provided by publisher. 



FIC KAPLAN We regret to inform you  1 1089959 
When high-achiever Mischa is rejected from every college she applies to, she 
teams up with a group of hacker girls to find who altered her transcript and set 
things right. 

FIC KHORRAM Darius the Great is not okay  1 1089884 
Clinically-depressed Darius Kellner, a high school sophomore, travels to Iran to 
meet his grandparents, but it is their next-door neighbor, Sohrab, who changes his 
life. 

FIC MAGUIRE Wicked : the life and times of the wicked witch of the West : a 
novel  1 1089961 
Elphaba, born with emerald green skin, comes of age in the land of Oz, rooming 
with debutante Glinda at the university, and following a path in life that earns her 
the label of Wicked. 

FIC MCLEMORE Blanca & Roja  1 1089860 
"The del Cisne girls have never just been sisters; they're also rivals, Blanca as 
obedient and graceful as Roja is vicious and manipulative. They know that, 
because of a generations-old spell, their family is bound to a bevy of swans deep in 
the woods. They know that, one day, the swans will pull them into a dangerous 
game that will leave one of them a girl, and trap the other in the body of a swan. 
But when two local boys become drawn into the game, the swans' spell intertwines 
with the strange and unpredictable magic lacing the woods, and all four of their 
fates depend on facing truths that could either save or destroy them"--Provided by 
publisher. 

FIC MEDINA Yaqui Delgado quiere darte una paliza  1 1089965 
Piddy Sanchez deals with bullying at her new school, and as the harassment 
escalates, she struggles to survive and to discover who she really is. 

FIC MORRIS Slay  1 1089941 
An honors student at Jefferson Academy, seventeen-year-old Keira enjoys 
developing and playing Slay, a secret, multiplayer online role-playing game 
celebrating black culture, until the two worlds collide. 

FIC PARK A long walk to water : a novel : based on a true story  1 
1089915 
When the Sudanese civil war reaches his village in 1985, eleven-year-old Salva 
becomes separated from his family and must walk with other Dinka tribe members 
through southern Sudan, Ethiopia, and Kenya in search of safe haven. Based on the 



life of Salva Dut, who, after emigrating to America in 1996, began a project to dig 
water wells in Sudan. 

FIC RIBAY After the shot drops  1 1089850 
"Told from alternating perspectives, Bunny takes a basketball scholarship to an 
elite private school to help his family, leaving behind Nasir, his best friend, in their 
tough Philadelphia neighborhood"--Provided by publisher. 

FIC RUSSELL Tales from a not-so-best friend forever  1 
1089948 
"Nikki and her bandmates are looking forward to an awesome summer on tour as 
the opening act for the world famous Bad Boyz! Nikki is a little worried when her 
frenemy, MacKenzie Hollister, weasels her way into a social media intern position 
with the tour. But she has a total meltdown when she learns that MacKenzie is her 
new roommate! Will Nikki survive her dream tour as it quickly goes from 
awesome to awful?!"--Provided by publisher. 

FIC SANCHEZ Yo no soy tu perfecta hija Mexicana  1 1089966 
"Perfect Mexican daughters do not go away to college. And they do not move out 
of their parents' house after high school graduation. Perfect Mexican daughters 
never abandon their family. But Julia is not your perfect Mexican daughter. That 
was Olga's role. Then a tragic accident on the busiest street in Chicago leaves Olga 
dead and Julia left behind to reassemble the shattered pieces of her family. And no 
one seems to acknowledge that Julia is broken, too. Instead, her mother seems to 
channel her grief into pointing out every possible way Julia has failed"--OCLC. 

FIC SUMMERS Sadie  3 1089940 
"Sadie hasn't had an easy life. Growing up on her own, she's been raising her sister 
Mattie in an isolated small town, trying her best to provide a normal life and keep 
their heads above water. But when Mattie is found dead, Sadie's entire world 
crumbles. After a somewhat botched police investigation, Sadie is determined to 
bring her sister's killer to justice and hits the road following a few meager clues to 
find him. When West McCray--a radio personality working on a segment about 
small, forgotten towns in America--overhears Sadie's story at a local gas station, he 
becomes obsessed with finding the missing girl. He starts his own podcast as he 
tracks Sadie's journey, trying to figure out what happened, hoping to find her 
before it's too late"--OCLC. 



FIC TAMAKI Harley Quinn : breaking glass : a graphic novel  1 
3000696 
"With just five dollars and a knapsack to her name, fifteen-year-old Harleen 
Quinzel is sent to live in Gotham City. She's not worried, though--she's battled a lot 
of hard situations as a kid, and knows her determination and outspokenness will 
carry her through life in the most dangerous city in the world. And when Gotham's 
finest drag queen, Mama, takes her in, it seems like Harley has finally found a 
place to grow into her most 'true true' with new best friend Ivy at Gotham High. 
But when Mama's drag cabaret becomes the next victim in the wave of 
gentrification that's taking over the neighborhood, Harley's fortune takes another 
turn. Now Harleen is mad. In turning her anger into action, she is faced with two 
choices: Join activist Ivy, who's campaigning to make the neighborhood a better 
place to live, or team up with her anarchist friend Jack, who plans to take down 
Gotham one corporation at a time"--Provided by the publisher. 

FIC THOMAS The cheerleaders  1 1089878 
"As a town prepares for the anniversary of the deaths of five cheerleaders who 
were killed in three separate, horrific accidents, two teens uncover long-buried 
truths about what really happened years ago"-- Provided by publisher. 

FIC VALENZUELA Hashtag  1 1089902 
Eric is a boy who has everything: loving parents, a mansion in Los Angeles, and 
good friends. Chava, on the other hand, has lost everything except the desire to 
live, hospitalized for several months, and longing for home. But both have learned 
to hide their true feelings in order to survive. When they meet unexpectedly, they 
use their phones and social media to face their own demons, without filters or 
hashtags. 

FIC WINTERS How to be Remy Cameron : a novel  1 3000698 
"Everyone on campus knows Remy Cameron. He's the out-and-proud, super-
likable guy who friends, faculty, and fellow students alike admire for his cheerful 
confidence. The only person who isn't entirely sure about Remy Cameron is Remy 
himself. Under pressure to write an A+ essay defining who he is and who he wants 
to be, Remy embarks on an emotional journey toward reconciling the outward 
labels people attach to him with the real Remy Cameron within"--Provided by the 
publisher. 

FIC WOM Woman hollering creek : and other stories  1 1089964 
A collection of short stories giving voice to the vigorous and varied life on both 
sides of the United States-Mexican border. 



FIC YOUNG Girls with sharp sticks  1 1089899 
In the near future at a girls-only private high school isolated in the Colorado 
mountains, Mena and her classmates--under the watchful eyes of their Guardian, 
professors, and analyst--are trained to be beautiful and obedient for their sponsors 
and investors. 


